If you are a student and would like to participate in this contest, submit your artwork/microstory along with the application form to PCSACreative@ceramics.org

Submissions accepted after June 1, 2019
Submission deadline: July 31, 2019

Possible Art Categories:
• Glass blowing
• Stained glass
• Pottery
• 3-D printing: Ceramic or glass
• Artistic painting of a ceramic-related image
• Digital 3-D rendering of a ceramic-related process
• Other ceramic or glass-related forms of art

Possible µ-Story Categories:
• Optical Microstructure
• SEM Microstructure
• TEM Microstructure
• AFM Microstructure

For more information and how to enter, go to ceramics.org/pcsacreative

Winning art pieces will be displayed in the ACerS booth during the MS&T19 Conference in Portland, Oregon, USA

Contact PCSA Delegate and Programming Liaison, Anneliese Brenner (alaskow@purdue.edu) or Surendra Anantharaman (surendrababu87@gmail.com) for more information